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About This Game

Intelligence reports indicate that a man calling himself Dr. Mangle is responsible for the mutants and the destruction of Metro.
You will have to battle your way through le 5d3b920ae0
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A great classic that I enjoyed as much playing now as I did when it came out. Great game.. I didn't play this back in the day, but
it's fun to play and I'd like to think the main character sounds like Ron Jeremy when I imagine him saying one liners as he kills
things.. If you ever need to feel like a badalpha male, that not only has playboy tv, but also a totally real and totally sexy
girlfriend (Cindy Gallagher totally called me after playing this) this is the game for you. Duke Nukem has nothing on the pure
distilled alphaness of Snake Logan! (why can't my mom date a totally rad dude like Snake. Screw you Todd) Would Play again..
Bio Menace is a pretty hard platformer starring everyone's dad from the 80's with acid-washed jeans and a mullet. You will kill
four million mutated enemies and reload your game four million and one times. Actually, the first and second episodes are
tough but pretty doable on normal difficulty, but the third episode is close enough to impossible that you might as well just
round up and not play it at all. Generally the level design and technical aspects of the game are solid, but there's a lot of cheap
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shot enemies and traps that kill you instantly. That makes the long levels, infrequent checkpoints, and lack of mid-level save a
frustrating mix. Still, for the first 2/3rds there's some decent platforming fun to be had that's only a notch below Duke Nukem
and Commander Keen. Just know when to quit.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fFnRv6rKBk Enlist yourself as CIA Agent
Snake Logan in this Classic MS-DOS Game from my Childhood, save Metro City from being overrun by a Mutant Army and
put an end to the Bio Terror that is Unleashed by Master Cain & Dr.
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